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XL Seamlessly Scales from Machine to Enterprise 
  

One of the truly unique features of the Vorne XL Productivity Appliance is how 

easily it scales from a single machine to your entire enterprise. This is really 

important because it enables you to scale on your timeline - as your resources and 

your budget allow. The two most important elements of scalability 

are incremental expansion and anytime integration. 
 

  

Incremental Expansion 

Our customers love that with XL they can expand at their own pace. Most start with 

a trial, then expand to similar assets in their department, then roll out to the plant, 

and then expand to other plants. This enables them to expand as their budget allows 

and as their XL experience and confidence grow. It increases flexibility and reduces 

risks tremendously.  

 Want to monitor another machine? Add another XL.  

 Want to monitor a department or plant? Add more XLs.  

 Want to monitor multiple plants? Add XL to your VLAN.  
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We call it incremental expansion. And it’s all possible because of patented XL 

technology. Each XL seamlessly rolls up information from the others giving you a 

complete view of production. No servers. No software to install. No complex projects. 

Your data stays safe behind your firewalls. And every line gets a scoreboard. Simple. 

Effective. Powerful. 

  

 

  

Anytime Integration 

Somewhere along the path to an enterprise deployment, integration to other systems 

inevitably becomes a focus. Some companies start early, while others prefer to wait 

until much later. Either way, XL supports a veritable alphabet soup of integration: 

ERP, PLC, SQL, MES, OPC, SMS. XL has been integrated: 



 With dozens of applications 

 At hundreds of customers 

 Across thousands of assets 

We call it anytime integration. The key is a set of integration tools developed by 

the Vetii|GROUP that can be used at any time to build bridges to other systems. 

Common integrations include starting XL part runs with ERP data, transferring job 

metrics to ERP systems, capturing down reasons from PLCs, and creating enterprise 

SQL reporting databases. 

  

 

  

Choosing XL is even easier knowing that you are covered to enterprise scale. The 

next step is a webinar where I or one of my colleagues will show you XL, go over your 

application in detail, and answer your questions. Why wait? 
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